GLOBAL EVENT
Johannesburg South Africa
Joining the GCARD3 from outside

Delegates who are not able to attend the GCARD3 Global event will be able to still follow the conference proceedings:

• GCARD3 will be live streamed to YouTube from Tuesday, 5 April 2016 (18:00 Central African Time).

• A 24-hour YouTube Channel will be streamed to YouTube. The YouTube channel is available on the GFAR website.

• All the sessions that take place in the plenary room will be streamed live to YouTube.

• Thematic breakout sessions will also be captured and will feature on the YouTube a couple of hours after the session.

• The GFAR broadcast will be available 24-hours a day until Friday, 8 April 2016.

• Please also take part in the discussions at the conference by interacting through Social Media posts.
The Road from GCARD 1 to GCARD3

MARK HOLDERNESS
GFAR EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
GFAR: we’re shaping the future together

- Farmers & producers
- Consumers
- Women
- Youth
- Civil society
- Advisory Services
- Education
- National research
- International research
- Private enterprise
- UN agencies
- Intergovernmental bodies
- Funders
Where we were in 2008

• MDGs for poverty & hunger reduction, environment
• 2008 Food Price crisis
• Agriculture & research/innovation neglected for years
• National systems under-resourced & capacitated
• International research investment static/declining
• Need for rethinking innovation systems & shared responsibility for impacts
GCARD1: 2009-2011

- GFAR addressing systemic challenges, disconnects of agricultural research & innovation systems
- CGIAR reform to engage with stakeholders views and needs
- Innovative e-consultations in each region
- Regional multi-stakeholder meetings
- Over 1200 participants in Montpellier

➢ Needs & priorities for transforming & strengthening agricultural research & innovation for development
The GCARD Roadmap – setting a new path for Agric. Research & Innovation

1. Inclusive foresight defining AR4D priorities and needs
2. Fostering equitable partnership and accountability
3. Better investment of human, institutional and financial resources
4. Develop human and institutional capacities for change
5. Embed innovation in development processes
6. Accountability: stakeholder-centred processes with demonstrated impacts
Where it led

- GCARD Roadmap taken up by GFAR Steering Committee, CGIAR Consortium and Regional Fora
- CGIAR CRPs framed by partner priorities & feedback
- GCARD process shaped G20 ARD
- New collectives to address major capacity gaps in innovation systems, advisory services & education
GCARD2 2012-2014

• Brought together multi-stakeholder actions, building from GCARD Roadmap

• Uruguay GCARD2 focused on 3 key areas for impact:
  ➢ Foresight
  ➢ Capacity development
  ➢ Partnership
Where it led...

- Direct stakeholder input into CGIAR Strategy & Results Framework
- CRPs cross-linked to other strategic actions, committed to partnership
- GFAR MTP developed & implemented by Partners, in line with GCARD Roadmap principles
GCARD 2 leading to new collective actions by Partners in GFAR:

- Collective advocacy for new forms of innovation investment: G20, IFAD, FAO-COAG, G8-GAFSP
- Innovation system capacities: implementation of TAP
- Protracted crises: Mediterranean
- Integrated metrics, health & nutrition: ICN2
- Open access to data: GODAN
- Grassroots foresight
- Gender in Agriculture Partnership
- Climate change GACSA
- Farmers Rights & ITPGRFA
GCARDs 1 & 2 emphasized:

- Better futures through grassroots foresight & active participation in shaping own futures
- Capacity development – institutional & individual across innovation webs
- Better, client-driven investment
- Embedding research in development, equitable partnerships
- Farmer empowerment through innovation & enterprise development
The GCARD3 process: Ensuring no one is left behind

• Sustainable Development Goals provide new frame
• GFAR Governance reform & Collective Actions agreed
• CGIAR next phase CRPs developed & discussed
• National dialogues align next CRPs with country agenda and needs, site integration
• Regional events addressing key needs: better investment, community foresight, shaping futures

➢ Global Event addressing key practical challenges
GCARD3: Realizing the potential

- Ensuring better rural futures by foresight
- Scaling-up from research to impact
- Showcasing results and demonstrating impacts
- Keeping science relevant & future focused
- Sustaining the business of farming
THANK YOU